A new method for characterizing carotid plaque: multiple cross-sectional view echomorphology.
This study compares the ability of computer-derived B-mode ultrasound gray-scale measurements from a single longitudinal view (SLV) versus multiple cross-sectional views (MCSV) to differentiate symptomatic from asymptomatic carotid plaque causing more than 70% stenosis. Seventy-four internal carotid artery (ICA) stenoses (70%-99%; 33 asymptomatic, 41 symptomatic within 3 months) were imaged to obtain the "best" SLV and five to eight MCSV images at 5 mm intervals from the carotid bifurcation. Digitized sonograms were computerized and normalized to the gray scale median (GSM) of blood (0) and vessel adventitia (200). Plaque GSM was determined for each frame (image analysis, MATLAB 5.3). General risk factors for stroke and plaque echogenicity (SLV GSM; minimum MCSV GSM; cross-sectional axial heterogeneity (highest minus lowest MCSV GSM) were determined for each group. Risk factors for stroke were similar in both groups, as was mean SLV GSM: symptomatic, 34 (95% confidence interval [CI], 24.8-43.0), asymptomatic, 43 (CI, 32.6-53.2); P =.1. Minimum MCSV GSM was lower for symptomatic plaque: 7 (CI, 4.2-9.8] vs 18.3 (CI, 12.2-24.5); P =.002. Greater axial GSM heterogeneity was present in symptomatic plaque: 34.5 (CI, 27.2-41.9) vs 16 (CI, 11.0-20.8); P =.0001. MCSV cross-sectional imaging that enables objective assessment of regional plaque echolucency and heterogeneity is more sensitive than SLV sonography for differentiating symptomatic from asymptomatic plaque.